
Tra!c costs increase: costs are 
higher during this period, but so are 
in-app purchases. Maximize your 
Holiday ROI by launching User 
Acquisition now and then focus on 
App Retargeting when CPMs rise.

Up to 40%
Higher eCPM rates 

between Nov-Dec (vs Sept)
Aggregated data from Jampp’s integrated ad exchanges

Read Case Study

+25%
ROI

Campaigns kick-o" before the key 
dates: seasonal dates are highly 
competitive periods where users are 
flooded with ads. Stand out from 
competitors and start building up 
hype now with personalized, 
Holiday-themed ads.

Working with Jampp, PatPat saw 
+25% ROI when running limited-
time campaigns for Black Friday.

Maximize Holiday ROAS by launching now

Graph source: Google Trends, 2021

User interest starts early: Cyber 
Monday, Black Friday and Christmas 
combine in a month-long shopping 
event—and users start browsing for 
deals as early as October. 

$117B 
projected mobile sales 
revenue in 2022
Insider Intelligence, 2022

255M 
Shopping app 
Installs in Q4 2021
Apptopia, 2022

Drive incremental performance for your 
Shopping app this Holiday Season

www.jampp.com

https://www.jampp.com/?utm_source=holiday_season&utm_medium=onesheet&utm_campaign=EN
https://www.jampp.com/?utm_source=holiday_season&utm_medium=onesheet&utm_campaign=EN
https://www.jampp.com/blog/patpat-grows-their-roi-with-jampps-programmatic-platform?utm_source=holiday_season&utm_medium=onesheet&utm_campaign=EN


This holiday season, attract new users and boost re-orders 

with Jampp’s performance marketing platform!

Schedule a demo

Krishnan Menon
VP of Marketing Growth
Fetch Rewards

“Jampp’s team feels like an 
extension of our own, they are 
100% on top of our campaign. 
We’ve found them to be super 
responsive and quick to 
implement tests and tweaks. We 
are very happy with the level of 
service they o!er.”

54%
Lower CPI
(Week 6 vs Week 1)

+16X
More installs
(Week 6 vs Week 1)

Learn more

Massive Scale
 
Reach every corner of the app 
ecosystem. You tap into data from 
over +120B ad requests and 
+800M mobile users each day.

Creative Strategy

Combine our creative team’s 
expertise with our automated 
testing technologies to maximize 
the impact of your ad strategy and 
limited-time promos.

Top SKAN performance

Ranked top 10 in AppsFlyer’s SKAN 
Index! Our data shows we are 
seeing at least  37% lower CPIs, on 
average, on SKAN campaigns.

Full funnel 

Run User Acquisition & Retargeting 
to drive incremental growth for the 
entire user journey —winning new 
customers & keeping them engaged 
across the Holiday season.

You’re in good company!

Why Jampp?

www.jampp.com
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